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Abstract: Human pose reconstruction has been a fundamental research in computer vision. However,
existing pose reconstruction methods suffer from the problem of wall occlusion that cannot be
solved by a traditional optical sensor. This article studies a novel human target pose reconstruction
framework using low-frequency ultra-wideband (UWB) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
radar and a convolutional neural network (CNN), which is used to detect targets behind the wall. In
the proposed framework, first, we use UWB MIMO radar to capture the human body information.
Then, target detection and tracking are used to lock the target position, and the back-projection
algorithm is adopted to construct three-dimensional (3D) images. Finally, we take the processed 3D
image as input to reconstruct the 3D pose of the human target via the designed 3D CNN model. Field
detection experiments and comparison results show that the proposed framework can achieve pose
reconstruction of human targets behind a wall, which indicates that our research can make up for
the shortcomings of optical sensors and significantly expands the application of the UWB MIMO
radar system.

Keywords: human pose reconstruction; ultra-wideband radar; through-wall; convolutional neu-
ral network

1. Introduction

Computer vision sensing technologies, such as visible light and structured light,
have drawn more and more attention in the fields of anti-terrorism, stability maintenance,
emergency rescue, and scene monitoring [1–5]. Human pose reconstruction is a hot topic
of computer vision that has been explored by researchers in recent years, which can be
applied in the healthcare industry by automating patient monitoring [6], and used in
automatic teaching for fitness, sports and dance, motion capture, augmented reality in film
production, and training a robot to follow a human pose doing specific actions [7–9].

During the last decade, various human pose reconstruction methods have been pro-
posed. At present, the main pose reconstruction approaches can be divided into traditional
methods and deep learning-based methods. The traditional methods are generally de-
signed two-dimensional (2D) human body parts detectors based on the graph structure and
deformation part model, which use the graph model to establish the connectivity of each
part, and then combine the relevant constraints of human kinematics to continuously opti-
mize the graph structure model to reconstruct the human body pose. Although traditional
methods have high efficiency, the extracted features are mainly artificially set and cannot
make full use of image information [10]. As a result, the algorithm is subject to different
appearances, viewing angles, occlusions, and inherent geometric ambiguities in the image.
The pose reconstruction methods are based on the deep learning method and mainly use
the convolutional neural network (CNN) [11] to extract human pose features from the
image. Compared with traditional methods of artificial design features, CNN can obtain
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more abundant semantic information, and can obtain the multiscale multi-type human
key points under different receptive fields. Furthermore, human pose reconstruction meth-
ods have developed from 2D to three-dimensional (3D), and deep learning has achieved
remarkable success in both fields. For the 2D pose reconstruction field, DeepPose is the
first method for single-person human pose reconstruction based on deep learning [12],
which uses multistage regression to design CNN, and uses coordinates as the optimization
goal to directly return to the 2D coordinates of human bone joint points. OpenPose is one
of the most popular pose reconstruction methods [13], it proposed a part affinity fields
(PAFs) theory to describe the degree of connection between the joints while estimating
the confidence probability maps; the combination of the two operation results has higher
pose reconstruction accuracy. Mask-RCNN is a very popular semantic and instance seg-
mentation architecture [14,15], which uses a Faster R-CNN as the human detector and a
full convolution network (FCN) as the basic network structure of a single person pose
detector, which can simultaneously predict the position of candidate frames and human
pose of multiple objects. At the same time, DeepCut [16], CPN [17], and RMPE [18] have
also achieved good pose reconstruction results.

Concerning 3D pose reconstruction, there are mainly two existing methods, i.e., one
method directly predicts the 3D pose from the image and the other method is a two-step
approach that, first, predicts the 2D pose, and then lifts the 2D pose to the 3D pose. As
compared with the first method, the second method reduces the complexity of the entire
task, which is easier for the network to learn the 2D to 3D pose mapping, and it is better to
introduce reprojection for semi-supervision. Tome et al. [19] proposed a typical end-to-end
model with a multistage CNN architecture to reconstruct 3D pose from a single image and
used the knowledge of plausible 3D landmark locations to refine the search for better 2D
locations, which provided a simple and efficient method. Pavlakos et al. [20] proposed a
multistage hourglass architecture to reconstruct human 3D pose from a single image, which
improved the spatial resolution of the heatmap through continuous coarse-to-fine operation,
and finally obtained a 3D heatmap to reconstruct human pose. Zhou et al. [21] designed
a weakly-supervised human pose reconstruction method. Their network structure is
similar to hourglass architecture, where the input image, first, extracts the features through
the convolution layer, and then predicts the 2D heatmap of joints through the hourglass
architecture. These heatmaps are added to the feature maps generated in the hourglass
architecture, and input to the depth module for 3D pose prediction. Wandt et al. [22]
proposed a training method for generating confrontation, using a discriminator for weak
supervision, thereby obtaining more accurate prediction results from the 2D pose to the
3D pose. Additionally, the discriminator introduced constraints such as bone length and
motion angle. Other than reconstructing human pose from a single image or 2D pose, many
approaches have been proposed based on RGB and depth data [23], RGB image sequences
data [24], and multiple perspectives data [25].

Human pose reconstruction has developed rapidly [26,27], and has made break-
throughs in computer vision. However, most of the research has been based on visual
sensors that are unable to cope with shaded and dark environments, especially complex ur-
ban environments. Visual sensors also face the privacy leakage problem, which limits their
applications. A radar system with electromagnetic waves as the information carrier is an
active detection sensor, which is different from vision system technology and can comple-
ment visual information. In terms of the technical principle, it solves the detection problems
caused by the complex environment such as no light, shielding, and non-line-of-sight [28].
Existing studies on radar sensors mainly use the micro-Doppler effect of radar to classify
the movement of human targets [29,30]. However, these studies can only judge the motion
state of human targets, and cannot obtain the spatial location information of different body
parts of human targets. There are few studies on human pose reconstruction based on
radar sensors, which is a new and urgent research. Zhao Mingming and others proposed
a pose reconstruction method based on radio frequency signals called “RF-Pose” [31,32].
This method used a “T” shaped radar system with a bandwidth of 1.8 GHz (5.4–7.2 GHz)
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and used a teacher-student network to reconstruct the pose of human targets. Arindam
Sengupta et al. designed a real-time human skeletal posture estimation method based on
millimeter-wave radar and CNN called “mm-Pose” [33]. This method converted 77 GHz
radar data into point cloud data, and then used CNN to reconstruct the pose of the human
target from the projection image of the point cloud data. Those methods further expanded
the application range and greatly improved the practicality of radar technology. However,
although the sensors used in these methods have higher resolution to ensure detection
accuracy, they have limited penetrability and can only be used in unobstructed scenes or
scenes obstructed by better penetrating material.

In this paper, a low-frequency 3D ultra-wideband (UWB) multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) radar is used as the detect sensor, where low frequency refers to the
frequency band below 3 GHz, which has better penetrability of the brick wall. The 3D
radar can provide 3D information of the distance, azimuth, and height of the detected
target. As compared with the conventional narrow-band microwave system, the UWB
radar has higher range resolution. As compared with the one-dimensional (1D) radar used
to measure the distance of the target and the 2D radar used to measure the distance and
azimuth of the target [34], the 3D MIMO radar has wider detection range [35–37], and can
obtain more abundant target scattering information, which has significant advantages in
target imaging, target recognition, and through wall target detection.

Villanova University was the first institute to carry out theoretical research on 3D UWB
radar imaging technology. In 2008, they proposed a 3D radar imaging method based on
time-delay summation beamforming [38]. In the same year, Cameron company developed
a 3D UWB radar imaging system called “xaver800”, it proved that the combination of large
MIMO plane arrays and ultra-wideband signals could achieve 3D imaging of targets behind
walls. Li et al. used a 300 cm× 95 cm array to detect a 2 m target behind a wall [39]. The
experimental results showed that low-frequency signals also had the ability to image human
targets in three dimensions, but the imaging results of the trunk, limbs, and other structures
were still relatively fuzzy. Therefore, more and more scholars have begun to study the
super-resolution method of 3D radar imaging. For example, Zhao D et al. introduced
deconvolution super-resolution in 3D radar imaging and verified it with simulation and
measured data [40]. Fadel et al. proposed an imaging method named “RF-capture” for
the contour of human targets behind the wall [41]. This method studied the scattering
point alignment technology based on common human models, and finally obtained a high-
resolution and accurate human contour image. However, limited by the portability and
cost of the radar system, radar images, especially 3D radar images have been abstract and
difficult to understand, even though scholars have designed various methods to improve
the resolution of radar images.

Taking into consideration the advantages and disadvantages of the approaches men-
tioned above, we propose a pose reconstruction framework to detect the pose of targets
behind walls. In our framework, the low-frequency UWB MIMO radar is used to detect
the target, and then sequentially performs 2D imaging, constant false alarm rate (CFAR)
detection, tracking, and 3D imaging processing of the radar echo. Then, the trained 3D
CNN is used to reconstruct the root-relative 3D pose of the human target from the radar
3D images, and the final absolute 3D pose is obtained by fusing the human pose with the
target root joint position. Our research transforms traditional abstract UWB radar images
into the easy-to-understand 3D pose, and it greatly improves the visualization ability of
UWB radar. The main contributions of the proposed approach are summarized as follows:

1. A novel pose reconstruction framework is developed to solve the 3D pose reconstruc-
tion problem of occluded human targets.
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2. It is the first pose reconstruction approach that uses low-frequency UWB MIMO
radar as the detect sensor, which has better penetrating performance; it can penetrate
many materials such as curtain, wood, plastic board, brick wall and so on, making it
applicable to more complex indoor scenes.

3. We adopt the sequence of large-scale 2D imaging, and then fine 3D imaging to process
radar signals. As compared with the method of direct 3D imaging to radar signal, our
method ensures imaging efficiency and imaging quality simultaneously.

4. A special 3D CNN is designed to reconstruct 3D poses from 3D images. Taking the
type and characteristics of the input data into consideration, an end-to-end 3D CNN
is contrived to operate supervised learning.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the
supporting materials for our method design; in Section 3, we demonstrate the process
of the UWB MIMO radar pose reconstruction framework; in Section 4, we present the
network test results and field experimental results; in Section 5, we include a discussion;
followed by the conclusions, in Section 6.

2. Materials
2.1. Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) Radar through-Wall Imaging
2.1.1. MIMO Radar

In this subsection, we mainly describe MIMO radar. Since the MIMO radar system
has multiple transmitting antennas and multiple receiving antennas, it has more equivalent
channels, thereby obtaining a larger detection range and higher signal gain, which is widely
used for target detection and identification. At present, there are two kinds of MIMO arrays,
i.e., line array and plane array, in which a line array can obtain 2D information of the target,
such as distance-azimuth information or distance-height information. As compared with
the line array, the plane array adds the array in height dimension to obtain the height
dimension information of the human target, which can simultaneously obtain the distance-
azimuth-height information. Therefore, the plane array is considered in this article, which
can receive more abundant information about targets.

The MIMO radar system adopts a stepped frequency continuous wave (SFCW) as
the transmitted signal in this article [42]. Compared with the radar system with a narrow
pulse signal, the SFCW signal is easier to realize high transmission power [43], with good
bandwidth expansion and long operating distance, which is more conducive to through-
wall detection. The UWB radar transmits the electromagnetic wave signal, penetrates the
shielding, irradiates the human target, and then reflects the radar echo. After preprocessing
such as mixing frequency and digital demodulation, the expression of the echo signal is
defined in (1) [44]. Suppose the MIMO array has M transmitting antennas and N receiving
antennas, there are a total of MN channels as follows:

S(m, n, k) =
P

∑
p

σp exp
(
−j2π fkτmn,p

)
exp

(
j4π

vp fk

c
τmn,p

)
(1)

where σp denotes the complex amplitude of point p, vp is the speed of point p, k is the
number of frequency points, fk denotes the frequency corresponding to the kth frequency
point, and τmn,p is the round-trip propagation delay from the pixel p to the mth trans-
mitting antenna and the nth receiving antenna, where m = 1, 2, . . . , M, n = 1, 2, . . . , N.
The MIMO radar human target detection sketch map as shown in Figure 1a; it can be
seen from Figure 1a that the MIMO radar has a wide detection range and can obtain the
reflection echo of all parts of the human body.
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Figure 1. (a) Sketch map of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar human detection; (b) Geometric schematic
diagram of MIMO radar through-wall imaging.

However, in the actual application scene, the human target will reflect echo, and other
furniture and walls in the detection scene will also reflect echo. Since the human target
cannot be completely stationary, even if the human target is stationary, its respiration and
heartbeat will modulate the radar signal. Therefore, the moving target indication (MTI) [45]
algorithm is usually used in radar signal processing to filter out the stationary clutter and
extract the echo of the moving target, which greatly improves the detection ability of the
moving target in the background of clutter and improves the anti-interference ability of
radar system.

2.1.2. Back-Projection Imaging of MIMO Radar

In this article, the back-projection (BP) algorithm is used as the imaging method,
which is a typical and widely used time-domain image formation, applicable for almost any
antenna array layout; it is the most commonly used method for through-wall imaging [46].
The basic idea of the BP algorithm is to calculate the time delay between a point in the
imaging area and the receiving and transmitting antennas, and then coherently stack the
contributions of all echoes to obtain the corresponding pixel value of the point in the image.
In this way, the image of the imaging area can be obtained by coherently stacking the whole
imaging area point by point. As for the point, p, in the imaging space, its 3D BP imaging
formation of MIMO radar can be represented as:

I(p) =
MN

∑
mn=1

K

∑
k=1

S(m, n, k) exp
(

j2π fkτmn,p
)

(2)

where K is the total frequency points, MN is the total channels, S(m, n, k) is the radar echo
as defined in (1), and τmn,p is the round-trip propagation delay.

As for the human target, it is an extended target that contains many scattering points
of various parts of the body. We use (2) to calculate these scattering points of all channels to
focus the energy at the position of the limbs, and then obtain the morphological distribution
of the human target in space, which is the 3D imaging result of the human target containing
distance-azimuth-height information. However, due to the limitation of the radar aperture,
the resolution of 3D imaging is low, and it is hard to observe the shape of the human
target. Therefore, we consider using a neural network to further reconstruct the pose of the
human target.

Furthermore, 2D imaging and 3D imaging techniques are both used in this article,
where the 2D imaging range is set as the azimuth-distance plane at a fixed height in detect
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space to achieve the azimuth and distance information of the target, and the 3D imaging
is adopted to capture the azimuth, distance, and height 3D information of human targets.
Notably, 2D imaging and 3D imaging use the same radar system and imaging principle,
except the imaging dimension is different. In a sense, the 2D imaging result is a slice of the
3D imaging result.

2.1.3. Through-Wall Target Imaging

As for the through-wall target imaging, except power attenuation, the propagation
speed of the electromagnetic wave in the wall is also lower than that in free space, the
round-trip delay will be lengthened when the electromagnetic wave propagates through
the wall [47]. The working processing of MIMO radar through-wall imaging is shown in
Figure 1b, which presents the transmission path between mth transmitting antenna and
nth receiving antenna to detect the point p. Therefore, the time delay τmn,p in (2) can be
expressed as:

τmn,p =
LTm ,1 + LTm ,2 + LRn ,1 + LRn ,2

c
+

LTm ,w + LRn ,w

c/
√

εr
(3)

where c is the speed of light and εr is the relative dielectric constant of the wall. LTm ,w and
LRn ,w are related to the thickness and relative dielectric constant of the wall, respectively. If
the wall penetration is not considered, the transmission path as the dotted line in Figure
1b, therefore, the time delay corresponding to the point p is calculated as:

τ̂mn,p =
L̂Tm + L̂Rn

c
(4)

obviously, τmn,p > τ̂mn,p, the locations of the target in the result of BP imaging will be
farther than the real locations of the target. Therefore, in the process of through-wall target
imaging, we perform wall compensation according to the different wall materials to ensure
the target is in the correct position.

2.2. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for Pose Reconstruction

As a hierarchical network structure, CNN can separate and abstract the input data
layer-by-layer through stacked convolutional layers to realize the integration of feature
extraction and classification recognition. The first successful commercial CNN was LeNet
proposed by Yann LeCun, in 1998 [48], which was used for handwritten digital recognition
in emails; it laid the foundation for the basic structure of CNN. After that, AlexNet [49],
VGGNet [50], ResNet [51], and other convolutional network models have constantly
refreshed the performance ceiling in multiple tasks of computer vision. However, the
composition and structure of various convolutional networks are not much different,
except that the size design of the convolution kernel and the information transmission line
of the convolution kernel have been improved.

The typical convolutional neural network consists of the following three parts: con-
volutional layer, pooling layer, and nonlinear activation function. The components of
the convolutional neural network stack with each other, and hierarchical data analysis is
carried out through forwarding propagation, and error conduction and network parameter
optimization are carried out through backward propagation. The forward propagation
is the process of first inputting a sample vector to the network, then, each element of the
sample vector goes through the step-by-step weighted summation and nonlinear activation
of each hidden layer, and finally outputs a prediction vector from the output layer. The
backward propagation is the opposite of the forwarding propagation, which uses the
gradient descent method to obtain model parameters layer-by-layer from the last layer
to the first layer of the neural network model to minimize the loss function of the neural
network model on the training data. Notably, the forward propagation and backward
propagation are the basic structures of convolution neural network design [52].

The CNN network is widely used in the optical image field for the pose reconstruc-
tion task, the general structure mainly includes the feature extraction module and pose
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reconstruction module, as shown in Figure 2. Firstly, the feature extraction module extracts
the intensity and location information of the human body in the input image through
multilayer convolution operations, and then obtains the depth feature matrix. Secondly, the
pose reconstruction module transforms the feature matrix into probability confidence maps
through multilayer deconvolution operations. Finally, the joint location information of the
human target is reconstructed from the probability confidence maps using the softmax
function. Furthermore, the pooling layer and nonlinear activation function layer are after
each convolutional and deconvolutional layer.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of human pose reconstruction based on convolutional neural network (CNN).

The difference between an optical image and a 3D radar image is that an optical image
has better resolution, and a 3D radar image can obtain the 3D spatial information of a
human target body. The common point is that both contain the body structure information
of a human target, which is the feature extracted by a deep learning network to reconstruct
human pose, as described in Figure 2. Considering that the 3D radar image contains the 3D
structure information of a human target, although the resolution is low, it is still possible to
reconstruct human pose from a 3D radar image using CNN.

3. Methods

In this section, we present a detailed description of the flowchart and the implemen-
tation of our proposed framework. First, the dataset preparation is introduced, which
is the basis of the network training. Then, the network architecture, loss function and
training details are described in turn. Since there are many kinds of research on radar
target detection, clustering, and tracking, and these technologies are relatively mature, this
article will not specifically introduce their implementation process.

3.1. The Proposed Framework

On the basis of the development of UWB MIMO radar 3D imaging and deep learning
technology, we designed a framework for through-wall human target pose reconstruction.
The whole flowchart of our proposed pose reconstruction framework is shown in Figure 3.
The proposed framework covers two stages, i.e., training process and application. In the
training process stage, the 3D radar image from the dataset is translated into a 3D pose
by the designed 3D CNN model. The training loss is obtained by calculating the error
between the reconstructed pose and the ground truth, and then the network parameters
are optimized by backward propagation.
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Figure 3. The whole flowchart of our proposed pose reconstruction framework.

In the application stage, we use the UWB radar system to obtain the radar echo of the
hidden target, and then carry out the 2D BP imaging in the azimuth-range plane to get
the 2D images of the detection scene. The 2D images are processed by CFAR detection,
clustering, and tracking to lock the location of the target on the azimuth-range plane. After
that, a small-scale fine 3D BP imaging is performed on the area where the target is located,
and the 3D image of the human target is obtained. Next, we input the 3D radar image
into the trained pose reconstruction network obtained from the training process stage to
reconstruct the root-relative 3D pose of the target. Finally, the detected target root joint
location is fused with the estimated 3D pose to obtain the final absolute 3D pose. For
multiple target detection scenes, we only consider the targets that can be distinguished
in the 2D BP imaging results, that is the spatial position of the targets is greater than the
resolution of our radar system. CFAR was used to extract the region of interest of each
target, and then 3D imaging was conducted for each target separately, where the motion
state of multiple targets does not affect our detection. For targets with relatively close
spatial positions, some super-resolution algorithms can be used to distinguish them, which
will be explored in future studies.

3.2. Implementation
3.2.1. Dataset

The dataset, in this paper, is jointly recorded by the UWB radar system and optical
camera, the data collection scenario is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen from Figure 4
that the data collection system includes UWB radar, camera, and personal computer (PC),
in which the UWB radar collects radar data, the camera collects image data, and the PC
controls the data synchronization of the two sensors.
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Figure 4. Dataset collection scenario.

We deployed a UWB MIMO system with 10 transmitting antennas and 10 receiving
antennas. As shown in Figure 4, the 10 transmitting antennas are located on the left and
right sides of the array, and the 10 receiving antennas are located on the top and bottom
sides of the array, where the arrangement of the antenna array ensures that the imaging
result has a lower side lobe. The size of the antenna array is 60 cm× 80 cm. The UWB
radar transmits SFCW signals in 1.78–2.78 GHz at a step of 4 MHz, and the pulse repetition
frequency is set at 10 Hz. The working frequency band and bandwidth ensure that our
system has better penetration and range resolution, making the resolution smaller than
the width of body parts of the human target, so that the body contour information of the
human target can be obtained [53]. The pulse repetition frequency is obtained by taking
the system cost and algorithm operation into account comprehensively. Moreover, 10
Hz was able to meet the requirements of unambiguous detection to conventional indoor
actions [54].

The dataset preparation flowchart is presented in Figure 5, where the process of
generating 3D radar images is the same as that in Figure 3. The optical camera captures
the image of human target, and then inputs the image into the trained optical image pose
reconstruction network to reconstruct the 3D pose of the human target, where the 3D pose
contains 16 joint points, namely head, thorax, spine, shoulder (left and right), elbow (left
and right), wrist (left and right) and, hip (left, right, and center), knee (left and right) and
foot (left and right), the details are shown in Figure 6. Finally, the 3D radar image and 3D
pose are stored in the dataset as samples and labels, respectively.

Figure 5. Flowchart of the dataset preparation.
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Figure 6. Distribution of human joint points.

For more detail about the optical image 3D pose reconstruction network used in this
article please refer to [19]. It should be noted that the 3D pose obtained by this network
is not completely accurate, it just provides an approximate pose label for our model.
Meanwhile, the 3D pose label acquisition method adopted in this article is not the only one,
it can also be obtained through the multiview camera system or Microsoft Kinect. This is
not the focus of this paper, and therefore we will not introduce it in detail.

The dataset contains multiple people, multiple scenes, and multiple action data, where
the types of actions include walking, boxing, clapping, waving, calling, sitting, raising
hands, etc., which ensures the diversity of training data. We collected 120,000 frames of
data and all of the data were recorded in the visual scenes.

3.2.2. Network Architecture

The overall pose reconstruction network architecture is shown in Figure 7. It is an
end-to-end full convolutional network, where the backbone network is designed based on
3D Resnet [48], and the head network is composed of multiple deconvolution modules. It
takes the 3D radar image as the input data, and each image data contains three-dimensions,
namely azimuth, distance, and height. The human body features of the input radar image
are first extracted by a Conv3D module, and then aggregated by a max-pooling operation.
The output features are processed by eight Resnet 3D blocks to extract the deep features,
and then after five deConv3D operations, the location confidence probability maps of
the human pose are obtained. Each location map represents the possible 3D location for
every pixel, where the confidence probability of the joint location is higher than other
pixels. Finally, the confidence probability maps are converted into 3D pose coordinates of
human targets through the soft-argmax operation. As compared with the commonly used
argmax function, the soft-argmax function is differentiable, which can provide a higher
precision coordinates estimation result. We also give the detailed overall 3D CNN network
structure parameters, as shown in Table 1, where the size of the input radar image is
1× 64× 64× 64, the size of the output pose is 16× 3, which represents the 3D coordinates
of the 16 joint points.

Figure 7. Pose reconstruction three-dimensional (3D) CNN network architecture.
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Table 1. Overall 3D CNN network structure parameters.

Input Operator Convolution
Kernel Size Stride Output

1× 64× 64× 64 Conv3D 7× 7× 7 2 64× 32× 32× 32

64× 32× 32× 32 Resnet 3D Block 1 and 2 - 1 64× 16× 16× 16

64× 16× 16× 16 Resnet 3D Block 3 and 4 - 2 128× 8× 8× 8

128× 8× 8× 8 Resnet 3D Block 5 and 6 - 2 256× 4× 4× 4

256× 4× 4× 4 Resnet 3D Block 7 and 8 - 2 512× 2× 2× 2

512× 2× 2× 2 DeConv3D 4× 4× 4 2 128× 4× 4× 4

128× 4× 4× 4 DeConv3D 4× 4× 4 2 128× 8× 8× 8

128× 8× 8× 8 DeConv3D 4× 4× 4 2 128× 16× 16× 16

128× 16× 16× 16 DeConv3D 4× 4× 4 2 128× 32× 32× 32

128× 32× 32× 32 DeConv3D 4× 4× 4 2 128× 64× 64× 64

128× 64× 64× 64 Conv3D 1× 1× 1 1 16× 64× 64× 64

16× 64× 64× 64 Soft-argmax - - 16× 3

3.2.3. Loss Function

In our model, we train the network by minimizing the l2 distance between the ground
truth value and the predicted value of the joint point locations. The loss is defined in the
following equation:

loss =
1
T

1
N

T

∑
t=1

N

∑
n=1

∥∥∥J(t)n − Ĵ(t)n

∥∥∥
2

(5)

where T is the batch size during training and N is the total number of joint points, J(t)n

donates the ground truth position of the nth joint point, and Ĵ(t)n donates the predicted
position of the nth joint point. The loss is also the most commonly used evaluation index
of 3D pose reconstruction accuracy, which is called mean per joint position error (MPJPE).

3.2.4. Training Details

For the training process, 80% of the samples were in the training set, and 20% of
the samples were in the testing set, where the training data and testing data are from
different experimental human targets and scenes. We use the adaptive moment estimation
(Adam) as the optimization method [55], it combines the advantages of AdaGrad and
RMSProp. Adam comprehensively considers the first-moment estimation and second-
moment estimation of the gradient to calculate the update step size, which overcomes the
problem of the sharp decrease of AdaGrad gradient and has shown excellent adaptive
learning rate ability in many applications. The rectified linear unit (Relu) [56] is utilized as
the activation function in the training process, which is most commonly used at present. As
compared with the sigmoid function, the Relu takes less computation and does not have
the vanishing gradient problem, which makes the convergence rate of the model maintain
a stable state. Meanwhile, the sparsity of the Relu can alleviate the over-fitting problem.
The training initial learning rate is 1× 10−3 and reduced by a factor of 10 at the 20th and
the 30th epoch. The training batch size is 10. The total training epoch is set as 50, and our
networks are implemented in PyTorch deep learning framework.

4. Results

In this section, first, we evaluate the network through the test results analysis and
the feature analysis, and then the field detection performance is verified by multiple scene
experiments, comparison experiments, and through-wall detection performance analysis.
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4.1. Network Evaluation
4.1.1. Test Results and Analysis

We evaluate the root-relative pose reconstruction accuracy of our proposed framework
on the test dataset by comparing it with the ground truth predicted from the optical images,
where the test set contains the targets at different distances. The training loss and evaluation
error are shown in Figure 8a,b, where the blue line in Figure 8a is the training loss and the
red line is the motion average of the training loss. It can be seen from Figure 8a that the
training error gradually decreases with an increase in training iterations. At the same time,
with an increase in training epochs, the fitting ability of our network becomes better, and
therefore the evaluation error decreases and gradually converges to the minimum value,
where the minimum mean average evaluation error is 37.87 mm, which is obtained in the
23th epoch, as shown in Figure 8b.

Figure 8. (a) The training loss of our network; (b) The evaluation loss on the test set.

The different joints reconstruction error in the 23th epoch is shown in Figure 9, it
reports the MPJPE of 16 different joints, where the joint names correspond to the numbers
referred to in Figure 6. Figure 9 shows that the main body parts, such as the hip center
and spine, achieve less reconstruction error than the average error, while the elbows and
wrists achieve higher reconstruction error. The main reason for this phenomenon is that
the small size of the elbow and wrist leads to weak reflected signal strength. When the
distance of the target is relatively far, the size of the elbow and wrists may be smaller
than the resolution of the UWB radar system, which makes it impossible to capture these
body parts. Furthermore, the elbow and wrist have a higher degree of freedom and a
range of motion than the hip-center and spine, resulting in higher joint reconstruction error.
Overall, it can be seen from Figures 8 and 9 that our framework achieves excellent pose
reconstruction accuracy.

Figure 9. Joints reconstruction error.
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4.1.2. Feature Analysis

In this subsection, we design an experiment to analyze the feature extracted by the
neural network and show the working process of our 3D CNN network, the detect scene
as shown in Figure 10a. The 3D radar image of the human target is obtained through the
detection and imaging operation, and then the azimuth-height projection is carried out to
the 3D radar image to get a more intuitive visualization result; the project result is shown
in Figure 10b.

Figure 10. (a) Human target; (b) Azimuth-height projection image of the 3D radar image.

The 3D radar image is input into the trained network, and then the features extracted
by the first layer of the network are visualized. The visualization results are presented
in Figure 11. The output of the first layer is a tensor of size 64× 32× 32× 32, where
64 represents the number of features, 32 × 32 × 32 represents the feature matrix, the
64 feature matrixes are projected, sequentially, and then the results are obtained, as shown
in Figure 11. It can be seen from Figure 11 that the first layer of the network extracts the
human body contour features from the 3D radar image as the first image in Figure 11, which
are the most important features for human pose reconstruction. Notably, not all the features
are useful or can be understood intuitively, so there will be some incomprehensible images
in the feature visualization results, which are normal phenomena in the deep learning field.

Figure 11. Feature visualization of the first layer of 3D CNN network.
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We also give the visualization results of the features extracted by the last layer of
our 3D CNN network, as shown in Figure 12, which are the projection of the confidence
probability maps of 16 joints. It represents the probability of the position of the joint point
in the azimuth-height plane, where the point with the largest value is considered to be the
joint coordinate, which can be obtained by using the soft-argmax function. By comparing
the positions of the 16 joints with the reference optical image in Figure 10a, it is found
that the positions of the joints are reconstructed by our network. Therefore, the feature
visualization results verify the effectiveness of our trained network.

Figure 12. Feature visualization of the last layer of 3D CNN network.

4.2. Field Experiments
4.2.1. Experimental Setup

The field experiment scene is shown in Figure 13. Considering the size of a single
room, the detection area is set as 4 m × 5 m, where the azimuth range is from −2 to
2 m, and the distance range is from 1 to 6 m, all the experimental targets move in this
area. In the experiment, the azimuth range of 2D imaging is (−2, 2), the distance range
is (1, 6), the height of the 2D imaging is 0 m, and the 2D imaging matrix is 64× 64. For
the range of 3D imaging, considering the height of the general human target and the
length of the open arms, we set the azimuth range to (x − 1, x + 1), the distance range
is (y − 1, y + 1), the height range is (−1, 1.5), where (x, y) is the center coordinate of the
target in the 2D image plane, and the 3D imaging matrix is 64× 64× 64. Furthermore, the
UWB MIMO radar system parameters are as described in Section 3.2.1. and all the field
application processing algorithms were implemented in the Linux system using the python
programming language.
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Figure 13. Experiment scene.

In this section, we also constructed some simulation experiments to analyze the
computational methods of our framework and other methods, where the simulation
software is MATLAB (Mathwork Inc., Natick, MA, USA), the system memory is 64 GB, and
the GPU memory is 6 GB.

4.2.2. Multiple Scene Experiments

To validate the measured performance of our approach under different numbers of
human targets and different occlusion materials, we designed two field experiments with
different scenes, which were single target scene and two targets scene. For the single target
scene, as shown in Figure 14a, the UWB radar is placed in room B, while the human target
is blocked by a brick wall in room A. For the two targets scene, as shown in Figure 15a, two
human targets are in the detection area, where one target is blocked by the plastic board,
and the other is not.

Figure 14. (a) Sketch map of the single target scene; (b) Scene of room B;(c) Scene of room A for visual reference; (d) 2D
back-projection (BP) imaging result of the whole detection scene; (e) Azimuth-height projection image of 3D BP imaging
result; (f) Pose reconstruction results from our framework.
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Figure 15. (a) Sketch map of the two targets scene; (b) Detection scene for visual reference; (c) 2D BP imaging result
of the whole detection scene; (d) Azimuth-height projection image of the 3D BP imaging result of the standing target;
(e) Azimuth-height projection image of the 3D BP imaging result of the sitting target; (f) Pose reconstruction results from
our framework.

As for the single target experiment, Figure 14c shows the detection scene for visual
reference, where the human target holds the boxing pose behind the brick wall with a
thickness of 24 cm. The UWB radar system is placed in room B, as shown in Figure 14b.
Figure 14d is the 2D imaging result of the detection area, which takes CFAR detection to lock
the target position in the 2D image, which contains the distance and azimuth information
of the target. Then, the 3D imaging is performed on the area where the target is located. To
see the 3D images more intuitively, we made a maximum projection towards the azimuth-
height direction in the 3D images, the projection image is shown in Figure 14e, which
represents the azimuth-height information of the human body structure. Figure 14f is the
final absolute pose calculated by our framework, it shows that our framework produces
convincing results even for the target behind the brick wall, which proves that our system
has strong penetrability.

For the two targets experiment, Figure 15b shows the detection scene with two human
targets, one of them is sitting, the other is standing behind the plastic wall with arms open.
Figure 15c is the 2D BP imaging result of the whole detection scene, the locations of the two
targets are locked by the CFAR detection processing. Then, 3D BP imaging was performed
on the two targets, sequentially. The azimuth-height projection images of two targets are
shown in Figure 15d,e. It can be seen from Figure 15d,e that the projection images reflect
the scattering information of the human body in the azimuth and height direction, and the
scattering center height of standing and sitting targets are also different. Input the 3D radar
image into our trained pose reconstruction network to obtain the root-relative 3D pose
of the two targets, and then fuse with the target location to get the absolute 3D pose, as
shown in Figure 15f. As compared with the reference image in Figure 15b, we can see that
the poses reconstructed from the radar images are the same as the real pose of the targets.
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4.2.3. Comparison with Optical Method

In this subsection, we construct some field measured experiments to compare the pose
reconstruction performance of our framework and the optical method. The experiments
include the scene without occlusion, the scene partially occluded by the plastic board, and
the scene completely occluded by smoke, as shown in Figure 16a,d,g, where all the targets
are in moving state. Figure 16b,e,h is the 3D poses of the three scenes predicted from the
optical images by [19], where the different colors represent different limbs, Figure 16c,f,i is
the 3D pose reconstructed from 3D radar images by our framework. As can be seen from
Figure 16a–c, both methods can effectively reconstruct human pose for the free space
scene. However, for the partially occluded scene in Figure 16d, since the lower body of the
target is occluded by the board, the optical sensor cannot obtain the structure information
of the lower body. Therefore, the 3D pose can only be reconstructed by the random
estimation method, which leads to poor pose reconstruction results, as shown in Figure 16e.
However, our system is not affected by occlusion and obtains the pose reconstruction result
in Figure 16f, which is consistent with the actual situation. For the smoke occluding scene
in Figure 16g, the optical sensor cannot capture the human target, so the pose reconstruction
output is empty in Figure 16h, but our framework can still work normally to obtain the
target location and 3D pose, as shown in Figure 16i.

Figure 16. Comparison with the optical sensor. (a,d,g) The optical images captured by camera; (b,e,h) The 3D poses
predicted by [19]; (c,f,i) The 3D poses reconstructed by our framework.

4.2.4. Performance Comparison

Since there are few kinds of research on human pose reconstruction based on the
radar system, especially for low-frequency UWB MIMO radar with low resolution, and
there is a lack of public datasets and network structures, therefore, we compare the final
pose reconstruction accuracy with the existing two radar pose reconstruction methods
of different systems, namely RF-Pose3D [32] and mm-Pose [33]. The pose reconstruction
average errors of different methods are shown in Table 2, where it can be seen from Table 2
that the pose reconstruction accuracy of our method is better than the other two methods.
As compared with the RF-Pose3D method, for our system with low working frequency
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and narrow signal bandwidth, the imaging resolution is lower than RF-Pose3D. However,
in terms of imaging acquisition, we adopt 2D imaging first, and then carry out high grid
density 3D imaging of the target area after detecting the target. As compared with the
3D imaging of the whole detection scene directly by RF-Pose3D, our method does not
need to image the non-target area, which avoids the waste of calculation, and the high
grid density 3D imaging operation can ensure the quality of 3D imaging, thereby ensuring
better pose reconstruction accuracy. The millimeter-wave radar adopted by mm-Pose has
high frequency and large bandwidth, therefore, it has better resolution. However, the
system is a 2D radar sensor, although 3D human body data is constructed through 3D fast
Fourier transform (FFT), and therefore the information provided in the third dimension is
limited, and it cannot achieve high pose reconstruction accuracy. Meanwhile, RF-Pose3D
and mm-Pose both take some measures to reduce the dimensionality of the network input
data, which also cause information loss.

Table 2. Detection performance comparison.

Methods RF-Pose3D mm-Pose Our Method

Average error (mm) 43.67 44.67 37.87

4.2.5. Computation Time Analysis

As for the computation analysis, we focus on the comparison with RF-Pose3D, which
is the most similar to our processing method. Since the deep learning processing part is
relatively fast, we do not make a specific comparison, and therefore only compare the radar
imaging time. The computation time comparisons are shown in Table 3, which are the
simulation results for the same detect scene, where the size of the detection area and the
imaging parameters are as described in Section 4.2.1., and the imaging grid densities of
two methods are the same. It can be seen from [31,32] that RF-Pose3D directly constructs
3D imaging of the entire detection scene, therefore, the imaging time is fixed no matter
how many targets are in the detect scene. As shown in Table 3, the imaging time is 2.641 s.
As for our method, the total imaging time is the sum of 2D imaging time and 3D imaging
time, and the calculation formula is as follow:

T = t2−D + N ∗ t3−D (6)

where t2−D is the 2D imaging time, t3−D is the 3D imaging time, and N is the number of
targets. Obviously, as the number of targets increases, the total imaging time will gradually
increase. From Table 3, we can see that when the number of targets is less than eight,
the imaging time of our method is less, and when the number of targets is more than or
equal to eight, the imaging time exceeds the RF-Pose3D method, which proves that our
method has faster processing speed in the scene with fewer targets. However, due to the
limitation of the resolution, the low-frequency UWB radar system is usually used in the
scene with low target density. In the experiments, the scene with more than eight targets
in the range of 4 m× 5 m is a high target density scene, which is no longer suitable for
the low-frequency UWB radar detection. Therefore, our method is more efficient than
RF-Pose3D in practical applications.

Table 3. Computation time comparisons.

Target Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RF-Pose3D (s) 2.641 2.641 2.641 2.641 2.641 2.641 2.641 2.641
Our method (s) 0.545 0.867 1.201 1.528 1.862 2.186 2.524 2.859

4.2.6. Through-Wall Detection Performance

To evaluate the pose reconstruction performance of our system through different wall
materials, we conducted some experiments. The wall materials are air, smoke, plastic board,
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wooden board, and 24 cm thick brick wall, where their relative dielectric constants increase
sequentially. The pose reconstruction errors through different wall materials are shown in
Table 4. It can be seen from Table 4 that with an increase in the relative dielectric constant
of the wall materials, the average error of pose reconstruction gradually increases. The
main reason is that the larger the relative dielectric constant, the more severe the reduction
of the radar signal, resulting in a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio of the system, which
in turn leads to a decrease in the accuracy of pose reconstruction. As a whole, our system
has good pose reconstruction performance through different wall materials.

Table 4. Pose reconstruction error through the different wall material.

Wall Materials Air Smoke Plastic Board Wooden Board 24 cm Thick
Brick Wall

Relative dielectric
constant 1 1.05~1.5 1.5~2 2.8 5–15

Average error (mm) 37.87 37.89 38.16 39.27 48.36

5. Discussion

We constructed several experiments to validate our framework in Section 4. First,we
use the test dataset to verify the trained network, where the test error curve of the pose
reconstruction network and the errors of each joint point show that our network can
achieve good root-relative pose reconstruction accuracy. Meanwhile, we visualized the
features extracted from the first layer and the confidence probability maps in the last
layer to show the working process of our network and prove the effectiveness of our
network. To investigate the performance of our framework, in the real environment,
we designed multiple scenes experiments and comparison experiments. The multiple
scenes experimental results proved that our framework can work in multiple scenes such
as single target scene, multiple targets scene, plastic board occluded scene, and brick
wall occluded scene. Furthermore, the through brick wall detection experiment also
proved that our system has good penetration. The comparison results with the pose
reconstruction method based on optical images showed that our system is more effective
than optical sensors in dark and occluded environments. Then, we made a comparison
with the existing methods about the pose reconstruction performance and computational;
the comparison results demonstrated that our method had better pose reconstruction
accuracy and faster processing speed in practical applications. Finally, we evaluated the
pose reconstruction performance of our system through different material walls, which had
different relative dielectric constants. The experimental results show that our system has
good pose reconstruction performance in the common wall material occlusion environment.

Generally, the experimental results prove that our framework can reconstruct human
pose from 3D radar image, and that it can achieve good reconstruction performance,
which solves the problem of weak penetration of RF-Pose3D and mm-Pose and the lack of
penetration of the optical sensor, and it has a broader application scene. Furthermore, the
imaging process of first 2D imaging and then 3D imaging, is more efficient than direct 3D
imaging, which is more suitable for the actual measurement applications. Meanwhile, the
signal processing flow is a general framework, where the dataset preparation method, the
faster imaging process, and the network structure in the framework can also be used in
other radar systems to reconstruct human pose, and it can provide a reference for research
on the combination of radar image and deep learning.

6. Conclusions

In this article, we developed a novel through-wall 3D pose reconstruction framework
for hidden target detection using UWB MIMO radar and 3D CNN. To improve the visual-
ization ability of the radar system and to obtain more abundant information of the hidden
target, we construct 2D BP imaging and 3D imaging processing of radar echo captured by
the UWB MIMO radar system, and then input the 3D radar image into the trained pose
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reconstruction network based on 3D CNN to predict the 3D pose of the human target.
The obtained pose is finally fused with the human root joint location detected from the
2D BP imaging result. The field experiment and comparison results show that our frame-
work can be used for position sensing and pose reconstruction of occluded targets, which
cannot be achieved by traditional visual sensors, proving that our framework can work
in more complex scenes, especially useful for the urban environments. Our framework
enriches the existing detection and sensing means, and provides information complemen-
tary with visual sensors and other technologies. Moreover, based on the location and
3D pose of concealed targets, it can be further expanded to the fields of target behavior
intention analysis.

As for the application of our system, it can be used in low-visibility fire scenes to
perform position detection and pose reconstruction of human targets blocked by smoke or
flames, and therefore assist firefighters in formulating appropriate rescue plans. Due to
the good penetrability of our system, it can detect human targets buried in buildings after
an earthquake disaster and obtain 3D pose information of human targets, which can help
rescuers save unnecessary digging and buy more rescue time for the trapped. Meanwhile,
our system can also be used in urban anti-terrorism scenarios to detect the location and 3D
pose of indoor terrorists, which can provide reference information for counter-terrorism
fighters to avoid unnecessary casualties.

Although the proposed method acquired satisfying results and outperformed other
similar methods, there are still some limitations to overcome. For example, limited by the
azimuth resolution of low-frequency UWB radar, we did not experiment with distances
larger than 6 m. Furthermore, due to the limitations of the experimental site and experi-
mental equipment, we still have many wall materials that have not been evaluated, and the
next step will be completed gradually. In addition, there is also motion clutter introduced
by fans and air conditioners in radar echo of indoor detection, but its Doppler effect is
quite different from the motion of human targets. We can use CNN for identification and
plan to verify it in future experiments. Future work will focus on increasing the pose
reconstruction range of our system and optimizing the proposed framework for more
complex detection environments.
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